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The mTOR signaling pathway is dysregulated in �50% of all human malignancies and is a major cancer

drug target. Although rapamycin analogs (rapalogs) have shown clinical efficacy in a subset of cancers,

they do not fully exploit the antitumor potential of mTOR targeting. Because the mTOR kinase domain is

important for rapamycin-sensitive and -insensitive functions, mTOR catalytic inhibitors have been

developed recently as the second generation of anti-mTOR agents. Importantly, they have shown

marked improvement of antitumor activity in vivo and in vitro. This review will detail the potential

therapeutic value and issues of these novel antineoplastic agents, with emphasis placed on those that

have already entered clinical trials.
mTOR signaling
The mammalian or mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR) is an

evolutionarily conserved serine/threonine kinase belonging to the

phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K)-related kinase family. It lies at

the nexus of the regulatory network and acts as a sensor that

integrates extracellular and intracellular events, coordinating

growth and proliferation. Many cancer-driving molecules such

as PI3K, AKT, epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), HER2/

neu and BCR–ABL stimulate proliferation, growth and survival by

activating mTOR kinase [1]. Previous studies from several labora-

tories, including our own, have found heightened mTOR activity

as indicated by an elevated phosphorylation of its downstream

substrates in clinical samples of various solid tumors such as

colorectal cancer and hematological malignancies such as leuke-

mia [2,3]. This signaling pathway represents one of the major

growth and survival pathways that is dysregulated in many human

cancers and contributes to cancer pathogenesis and therapy resis-

tance [4]. Therefore, mTOR is a valuable clinically validated target

for innovative therapeutic treatment of human cancers. Increasing

evidence that many diverse cancers could benefit from mTOR

inhibition has fueled the development of small molecule mTOR

inhibitors [5].
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The limitation of rapalogs
The historical discovery of rapamycin, the macrolide mTOR inhi-

bitor, illustrates a great example of the modern chemical biology

that has illuminated human diseases and therapies [6]. Until

recently, we have largely relied on the use of rapalogs to study

mTOR function and its anticancer potential. As the first generation

mTOR inhibitor, rapalogs have proven effective in a range of

preclinical models. However, the clinical success of rapalogs has

been limited to a few rare cancers, including mantle cell lym-

phoma, renal cell carcinoma and endometrial cancer. The overall

objective response rates in major solid tumors achieved with

rapalogs as single-agent therapy have been, at best, modest [7].

It is increasingly recognized that the mechanism of action of

rapamycin as a partial mTOR inhibitor is not sufficient for achiev-

ing a broad and robust anticancer effect, at least when these agents

are employed in a monotherapy setting [8].

It was reported as early as 1995 that TOR proteins have rapamy-

cin-sensitive and rapamycin-insensitive functions, and that the

TOR kinase domain is important for both [9]. This observation

revealed, for the first time, that the mTOR kinase domain is a more

potent site for signaling inhibition. Subsequent research further

supported this notion. It is now understood that mTOR forms at

least two functional multiprotein complexes: mTOR complex 1

(mTORC1) and mTOR complex 2 (mTORC2) [10]. Rapalogs, which

act at a site called the FRB (FKBP-rapamycin-binding) domain,
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FIGURE 1

Action point of ATP-competitive mTOR inhibitors on PI3K/Akt/mTOR pathway. Rapalogs cause activation of AKT through the S6K1-IRS1 negative feedback loop,

which potentially increases tumor cell survival. Inhibition ofmTORC2 and/or PI3K simultaneously withmTORC1 by ATP-competitive inhibitors has the advantage of

negating this feedback loop.
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outside the ATP-binding pocket, inhibit the first complex but do not

affect the second one, mTORC2, which is also an important driver

for cancer cell growth and survival. One of the other proposed

shortcomings of rapalogs is that there is a feedback loop between

mTORC1 and AKT in certain tumor cells [11] (Fig. 1). Treatment

with rapalogs in some cases results in elevated AKT activity through

insulin receptor substrate 1 (IRS-1), which serves as a mechanism to

enhance cell survival when mTORC1 is inhibited [12]. These obser-

vationsprovidean important rationale for PI3K/mTOR ormTORC1/

2 dual inhibition, which can prevent the elevated AKT activity.

Indeed, recent studies using inhibitors of mTOR kinase achieved

higher anticancer effects than rapalogs [13,14].

ATP-competitive mTOR kinase inhibitors
A strong interest now exists for ATP-competitive inhibitors as

anticancer agents. The rationale for using ATP-competitive mTOR

and mTOR/PI3K dual inhibitors is mainly 3-fold: (i) aberrantly

hyperactive signaling by PI3K/AKT/mTOR is a prominent feature

of a broad spectrum of human cancers; (ii) rapalogs cause activa-

tion of AKT through a negative feedback loop; (iii) mTORC2 is also

involved in cancer cell growth and survival. Not surprisingly,

inhibition of mTORC2 and/or PI3K simultaneously with mTORC1

appears to inhibit more robustly the signaling cascades and negat-

ing activation of this feedback loop. With multiple efforts under

way in academia and industry, several small-molecule ATP-com-

petitive mTOR kinase inhibitors have been identified and devel-
326 www.drugdiscoverytoday.com
oped as targeted anticancer agents. Because mTOR and PI3K kinase

domains are closely related to each other, some of the compounds,

it transpires, also potently inhibit the catalytic activity of PI3K,

and are thus called mTOR/PI3K dual inhibitors. The first set of ATP-

competitive mTOR kinase inhibitors has already entered early

clinical trials (Table 1).

As discussed below, the second-generation mTOR inhibitors

bind to the ATP-binding site in the mTOR kinase domain that

is required for the functions of both mTOR complexes, resulting in

downregulation of mTOR signaling globally. Because PI3K and

mTORC2 regulate AKT phosphorylation, these compounds have

the advantage of minimizing the feedback activation of AKT. The

action points of different ATP-competitive mTOR inhibitors on

the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway is summarized in Fig. 1. The second

generation of mTOR inhibitors has opened a new chapter in the

40-plus year odyssey that began with the discovery of rapamycin

on the remote Easter Island Rapa Nui.

mTOR/PI3K dual inhibitors
Several mTOR/PI3K dual inhibitors (TPdIs) have been developed

(Table 2). The development of these agents has benefited from

previous endeavors with PI3K-selective inhibitors. Through kinase

selectivity profiling and cellular assays, it was discovered that

several of these PI3K inhibitors are in fact TPdIs, exemplified by

PI103 and NVPBEZ235. As a founding member of the TPdI series,

PI103 was discovered using HTS followed by a medicinal chemistry
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TABLE 1

ATP-competitive mTOR inhibitors in clinical trials

Sponsor Agent Stage Schedule (route) Condition

mTOR/PI3K dual
inhibitor

Novartis NVPBEZ235 Phase I/II Oral. Once daily, 28-day cycles. Advanced solid tumors including

advanced breast cancer

Phase I Oral. Advanced solid tumors (Japanese patients)

Semafore SF1126 Phase I Intravenous. Twice weekly

for 4 weeks.

Advanced or metastatic tumors

GlaxoSmithKline GSK2126458 Phase I Oral. Once/twice daily, or

intermittent, 28-day cycles.

Solid tumors or lymphoma

Exelixis XL765 Phase I Oral. Once or twice daily. Solid tumors

Phase I Oral. Daily (Combination

with erlotinib).

Non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and

other solid tumors

Phase I Oral. Daily (Combination
with temozolomide).

Malignant glioma

Phase I/II Oral. Twice daily (Combination

with letrozole).

Breast cancer (hormone-receptor-positive

and HER2-negative)

Novartis BGT226 Phase I* Oral. Advanced solid tumors (Japanese patients)

Phase I/II Oral. Advanced solid malignancies including
advanced breast cancer

Genentech GDC0980 Phase I Oral. Once weekly. Refractory solid tumors or

non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma

Phase I Oral. Once daily, 3-week

on/1-week off [24,25].

Refractory solid tumors or

non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma

mTORC1/mTORC2
dual inhibitor

OSI OSI027s Phase I Oral. Intermittent, once weekly,

or continuous daily.

Advanced solid tumors or lymphoma

Intellikine INK128 Phase I Oral. Daily. Advanced solid malignancies

Phase I Oral. Relapsed or refractory multiple myeloma

AstraZeneca AZD8055 Phase I/II Oral. Twice daily follow a
single dose on day 1, or twice

daily from day 1, 28-day cycles

Advanced solid tumors

Phase I/II Oral. Twice daily follow a

single dose on day 1 or twice

daily from day 1.

Advanced hepatocellular

carcinoma (Asian patients)

Phase I Oral. Twice daily. Advanced solid tumors (Japanese patients)

Phase I Oral. Twice daily alternate days

or continuous twice daily, follow

multiple dose on day 1, 28-day cycles.

Advanced solid malignancies or lymphoma

AstraZeneca AZD2014 Phase I Oral. Twice daily follow a
single dose on day 1,

or twice daily from day 1.

Advanced solid malignancies

See also: http://www.clinicaltrials.gov/.
* Has been completed.
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campaign [15,16]. Its therapeutic activity against a wide range of

human tumor models, including cervical cancer, leukemia and

glioma, has been reported – providing proof of concept for the

therapeutic potential of this pyridofuropyrimidine series [17].

Although PI103 has not been evaluated in humans because of

its poor in vivo pharmacokinetics (PK), it is now widely used as a

chemical probe for the PI3K/mTOR pathway and as a lead com-

pound for generating other PI3K and mTOR inhibitors. Several

ATP-competitive mTOR inhibitors including PI540, PI620,

WYE354, WAY600, WYE687 and Ku0063794 were subsequently

developed using PI103 as a lead compound [16–18].

Several TPdIs have entered early-stage clinical trials that yielded

incomplete but promising results. NVPBEZ235, generated by struc-

ture-based design, is an orally bioavailable TPdI. It was reported to
inhibit tumor growth in many preclinical models, including pros-

tate, breast, pancreatic, and renal cancers, glioblastoma, multiple

myeloma, leukemia and sarcomas, and it enhanced the antitumor

activity of several other cancer drugs such as vincristine and

doxorubicin [19–21]. NVPBEZ235 has appropriate pharmacologi-

cal features that allowed it to enter Phase I/II clinical trials in

patients with advanced solid tumors, including breast cancer.

GSK2126458 is another TPdI with a low picomolar IC50 with

excellent antitumor activity. It has a sustained pharmacodynamic

(PD) effect at very low circulating drug levels. It is now in a Phase I,

open-label, dose-escalation study in subjects with solid tumors or

lymphoma [22].

XL765 (structure not disclosed) is the first oral TPdI (mTOR,

IC50 = 157 nM; PI3Ka, IC50 = 39 nM) with reported Phase I trial
www.drugdiscoverytoday.com 327
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results [23,24]. After the indicated drug administration, XL765

decreased phosphorylation of several components of the PI3K/

mTOR pathway including AKT, and reduced the proliferation of

tumor tissues. In five out of 19 patients the disease stabilized for at

least 3 months, with two having a sustained response for longer

than 6 months (one mesothelioma and one colon cancer patient)

[25]. GDC0980 (structure not disclosed) is another TPdI (mTOR,

IC50 = 17.3 nM; PI3Ka, IC50 = 4.8 nM). GDC0980 demonstrated

broad preclinical activity in breast, ovarian, lung and prostate

cancer models. It is active against tumor cells bearing mutations

in PI3K, PTEN or K-RAS, as well as the wild-type PI3K pathway [26].

In the ongoing Phase I studies, GDC0980 is generally well tolerated

with potential signs of antitumor activity and no significant

toxicities, while producing PD modulation in surrogate tissues

and tumors. Favorable preliminary PK profiles have been observed

at the initial dose levels [27].

Finally, SF1126 is a vascular targeted conjugate of the well char-

acterized pan PI3K inhibitor LY294002. LY294002 is also known to

inhibit mTOR catalytic activity and thus qualified as a TPdI. It is

conjugated to an integrin-targeting peptide, which increases

the solubility and enhances its targeting to tumor sites [28].

Whereas SF1126 is not as potent in mTOR and PI3K kinase inhibi-

tion as other TPdIs in clinical development, the in vivo activity

compares favorably, which is perhaps owing to the unique vascular

targeting as well as inhibition of multiple kinase targets. Because

SF1126 is targeted to stromal endothelial and tumor cells through

RGDS-mediated binding of integrin, this agent exerts anticancer

activity based on its effects on the tumor microenvironment (e.g.

angiogenesis) and cell-signaling inhibition [28]. SF1126 is under

development in multiple Phase I clinical trials as a single agent. The

interim results were published recently in patients with solid tumors

(2008 ASCO, abstract 14532) [29] and multiple myeloma (2009 ASH,

abstract3879: http://www.ash.confex.com/ash/2009/webprogram/

Paper24232.html). SF1126 is well tolerated with the most common

grade 1 adverse events being nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, fever,
TABLE 2

mTOR/PI3K dual inhibitors in vitro kinase IC50 (nM)

PI103 [15,16] PI540 [16,54] PI620 [16,54] NVPBEZ235

mTOR 20/83* 61 231 20.7

PI3Ka 2/8 10 7 4

PI3Kb 3/88 35 63 75

PI3Kg 15/150 331 672 5

PI3Kd 3/48 4 8 7

DNA-PK 23/2 525 147 n.d.

Chemical
structure

[TD$INLINE]

Inventor Astellas Piramed Piramed Novartis Gla

n.d., not determined.
* IC50 for mTORC1 and mTORC2, respectively.
# Values obtained in TSC1 null mouse embryonic fibroblasts using phospho-S6 as output.
y See: http://www.semaforepharma.com/semaforeposterkinase.pdf.
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fatigue, chills and pruritus. Forty-six percent of the dosed patients

showed stable disease with a median duration of 13 weeks and a

mean duration of�19 weeks. The Phase I single-agent clinical trials

are being expanded to B-cell malignancies such as chronic lympho-

cytic leukemia (CLL) and mantle cell lymphoma (http://www.

semaforepharma.com/semaforeposterkinase.pdf).

mTORC1/mTORC2 dual inhibitors (TORCdIs)
Over the past two years, a new generation of mTOR-specific kinase

inhibitors has emerged from screening and drug discovery efforts

directed toward the kinase active site of mTOR (Table 3). Because

they block the activity of both mTOR complexes they are com-

monly called mTORC1/mTORC2 dual inhibitors. Among them,

INK128, AZD8055, OSI027 and AZD2014 have already entered

clinical trials [30] (Table 1). The pyrazolopyrimidine compounds

PP242 and PP30 are selective inhibitors of mTOR kinase [31].

Besides being more effective than rapamycin in achieving cytor-

eduction and apoptosis in leukemia and multiple myeloma cells,

perhaps the most striking thing about PP242 was its effect or lack

thereof on the immune system [32,33]. At therapeutic doses in

leukemia models PP242 produces much weaker immunosuppres-

sion than either rapamycin or PI103, which could translate into a

better therapeutic ratio in the clinic [32].

Another set of TORCdIs is derived from a morpholino pyrazo-

lopyrimidine scaffold that is structurally related to PI103 [34].

Starting from the lead compound WAY001, further derivatization

produced WAY600, WYE687 and WYE354. Although these inhi-

bitors exhibit antiproliferative activity against several cancer cell

lines and a glioma xenograft model, the poor pharmacological

properties prevented their further clinical development. Recently,

another compound, WYE132 was reported to show single-agent

anticancer activity in tumor models of brain, breast, lung and renal

cancer. The data from preclinical pharmacology supported its

usefulness as an anticancer agent and provided a strong rationale

for clinical development [35].
[19] GSK2126458 [22] SF1126y NVPBBD130 [41] PKI402 [45]

0.180/0.300* 1060 n.d./7.7# 3

0.019 356 72/71 2

0.13 736 2340/2336 7

0.06 1774 382/350 16

0.024 3225 201/201 14

0.28 357 n.d. n.d.

xoSmithKline Semafore Novartis Wyeth

http://www.semaforepharma.com/semaforeposterkinase.pdf
http://www.semaforepharma.com/semaforeposterkinase.pdf
http://www.semaforepharma.com/semaforeposterkinase.pdf
http://www.semaforepharma.com/semaforeposterkinase.pdf
http://www.semaforepharma.com/semaforeposterkinase.pdf
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TABLE 3

mTORC1/mTORC2 dual inhibitors in vitro kinase IC50 (nM)

PP242 [31] PP30 [31] WAY600 [34] WYE687 [34] WYE354 [34] WYE132 [35] AZD8055 [37] Ku0063794 [42]

mTOR 8 80 9 7 5 0.19 � 0.07 0.8/0.13 3/16

PI3Ka 1960 3000 1960 810 1890 1179 3590 8900

PI3Kb 2200 5800 n.d. n.d. n.d. >10,000 18,900 >30,000

PI3Kg 1270 990 8450 3110 7370 >10,000 >14,790 >30,000

PI3Kd 102 680 n.d. n.d. n.d. 2380 3200 >5300

DNA-PK 408 339 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 1370 >10,000

Chemical structure [TD$INLINE]

Inventor Intellikine Intellikine Wyeth Wyeth Wyeth Wyeth AstraZeneca AstraZeneca

n.d., not determined.
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INK128 (structure not disclosed) is an orally available, potent

and selective TORCdI (IC50 = 1 nM). INK128 has demonstrated

broad antitumor activity against a range of solid tumor types.

Oral administration of INK128 inhibited angiogenesis and tumor

growth in multiple preclinical models with a predicted dose–

exposure relationship. It also exhibited potent inhibition of tumor

cell lines resistant to rapamycin and pan-PI3K inhibitors. INK128

was reported to have excellent PK and is currently undergoing

Phase I clinical evaluation [36].

AZD8055 is another orally available and ATP-competitive inhi-

bitor of mTOR worth mentioning [37]. AZD8055 is currently in

Phase I/II clinical development in patients with advanced solid

tumors including advanced hepatocellular carcinoma [38]. Two

other TORCdIs from OSI pharmaceuticals (http://www.osip.com/

), OSI027 and OXA01, are currently in Phase I or late preclinical

testing but their biological profile has not been disclosed. In the in

vitro study, OSI027 generates anti-leukemic responses in primitive

leukemic progenitors from chronic myelogenous leukemia

patients, especially on cells expressing the T315I-/BCR–ABL muta-

tion, which is refractory to all BCR/ABL kinase inhibitors currently

in clinical use [39]. OSI027 is well tolerated at the doses and

schedules tested to date in patients with advanced solid tumors

or lymphoma [40].

Other emerging ATP-competitive mTOR inhibitors
There are several ATP-competitive inhibitors, including

NVPBBD130 (a sister compound of NVPBEZ235) [41], Ku0063794

(a TORCdI derived from PI103) [42,43], WJD008 (a TPdI) [44] and

PKI402 (a TPdI) [45], which were all reported to inhibit cap-depen-

dent translation efficiently, and/or to attenuate growth and pro-

liferation of tumor cells. However, the preclinical and clinical

therapeutic efficacy and tolerability of such inhibitors have not

yet been established.

Potential issues and limitations
ATP-competitive mTOR inhibitors hold great promise for antic-

ancer therapy and are rapidly moving into clinical trials. However,

many important issues remain that will determine their ultimate
success in the clinic. First, surrogate biomarkers are not yet avail-

able to predict what cancer patients will benefit from these inhi-

bitors. Recent studies highlight the emergence of rapamycin-

resistant mTOR function in protein synthesis, cell growth, survival

and metabolism. Some of these rapamycin-insensitive mTOR

functions can be profoundly inhibited by mTOR kinase inhibitors

in some but not other cancer cells (e.g. colon cancer cells) [8,16].

Thus, there appear to be genetic determinants that predispose

cancer cells to be sensitive or resistant to these anti-mTOR agents.

Identification of such factors is likely to be a key to their clinical

success.

Solid tumors have significant inter- and intra-tumoral hetero-

geneity and possess varied genetic abnormalities and treatment

responses. Although it is thought tumors ‘addictive’ to the PI3K/

mTOR pathway should respond favorably to these inhibitors, it is

still unclear if the compounds are similarly efficacious in cancers

with distinct genetic lesions, such as PIK3CA, PTEN and K-RAS, in

this pathway. Efforts have already been made in this regard, but a

clear picture has not emerged so far. It was suggested that breast

cancer with HER2 and/or PIK3CA mutations has a favorable prog-

nosis with NVPBEZ235 treatment, but breast cancer with PTEN

mutations should be avoided as a single therapy [46]. Another

study with PI103 and NVPBEZ235 showed that hyperphosphory-

lated AKT and K-RAS/B-RAF mutations are correlated with the

efficacy and the inefficacy, respectively. By contrast, PIK3CA

mutation and PTEN loss did not show any correlation [47].

Obviously, retrospective analysis of genetic biomarkers and clin-

ical efficacy in patients enrolled in Phase I clinical trials with

various ATP-competitive mTOR inhibitors is eagerly awaited

because this is likely to provide valuable information. Further

study of cell lines and primary specimens that are resistant to

mTOR inhibitors, especially those with similar molecular pathol-

ogies, might lead to biomarkers that can be used to predict efficacy.

Like rapalogs, immunosuppression is a concern for mTOR

kinase inhibitors. mTOR is widely known as an immunosuppres-

sive drug target. The immunosuppressive action of rapamycin

results from the inhibition of T- and B-cell proliferation through

the same mechanisms that blocks cancer cell proliferation [48].
www.drugdiscoverytoday.com 329
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Obviously, chemotherapy-induced impairment of the immune

surveillance has an adverse effect and can enhance cancer incidence

and metastatic progression. Thus, more potent suppression of

mTOR signaling by ATP-competitive inhibitors is a concern regard-

ing the immunosuppression in a clinical context. It was reported

that PI103, one of the TPdIs, promoted immunosuppression and in

vivo tumor growth, and increases survival of sorafenib-treated mel-

anoma cells in immunocompetent mice, which contradicts the

traditional concept that the anti-mTOR effect on tumor growth

and progression outweighs the suppression of the immune system

[49]. By contrast, PP242 appears to have weaker immunosuppressive

effects than rapamycin and PI103 in assays of adaptive immune

function, indicating that anticancer action of PP242 might be

dominant over the immunosuppressive action [32]. These results

were based on a 1–3 week study, so it remains to be seen what the

long-term consequences for PP242 with respect to immunosuppres-

sion will be. Currently, because most of the in vivo studies with

mTOR kinase inhibitors use xenograft tumor models in immuno-

compromised mice, certain precautions should be taken for clinical

trials. As mTOR kinase-targeted therapies enter the clinical arena it

will be important to understand how they can best be used to

harness immune responses and eradicate tumor cells. A recent study

on leukemia reported that, whereas TORCdIs and TPdIs both have

anticancer efficacy, TPdIs cause greater immune suppression. PI3K

targeting has been suggested to account for some of the observed

immunosuppressive effects [32,50].

As with many other protein kinase inhibitors, some TORCdIs

and TPdIs are likely to inhibit multiple kinases at therapeutic

concentrations. For example, the IC50 for GSK2126458 toward

DNA-PK is at the subnanomolar level (Table 2). Whereas in certain

cases pan-kinase blockage can help improve the anticancer effi-

cacy, in other cases it could be problematic because of increased

adverse effects. In many published studies, much higher drug

concentrations were typically used in cell or animal experiments

than that necessary for enzymatic inhibition (mM versus nM). This

raises concerns over whether the antitumor activity of some

compounds was due to the proposed target inhibition. Much more

research is needed to investigate potential off-target effects.

Finally, what are the other adverse effects related to the use of

TORCdIs and TPdIs? One issue confronting TPdIs is safety. PI3K

has numerous roles in cell survival, differentiation, metabolism

and migration, some of which are independent of AKT and mTOR

[51,52]. It is notable that metabolic disturbances are likely to arise

as a result of inhibiting the PI3Ka isoform [53], which is the key

anticancer target in a broad range of tumors for PI3K inhibitors.

Because of their intimate role in glucose metabolism, it is

expected that hyperglycemia and glucose intolerance will be

potential hurdles for TPdIs [54,55]. There is also evidence impli-

cating PI3K in the regulation of hematopoietic stem cells, sug-

gesting that chronic inhibition of the PI3K pathway leads to issues

of hematological insufficiency [56]. In XL765 clinical trials, grade
330 www.drugdiscoverytoday.com
3–4 adverse effects were also observed for elevated hepatic trans-

aminase [24,25]. As for TORCdIs, so far no detailed safety profile is

available. The results from treatment with rapalogs might shed

some light on the subject. The reported adverse effects of rapalogs

are relatively mild, including dyslipidemia, diabetes, myelosup-

pression, delayed wound healing, infertility, ovarian cysts and

mouth ulcers [57,58]. Severe cases of interstitial pneumonia, a

rare but potentially lethal adverse effect, have also been reported

with sirolimus and everolimus (RAD001) therapy [57,59]. Because

TORCdIs generate a more complete suppression of mTOR signal-

ing than rapalogs, global inhibition of mTOR is likely to be

accompanied by greater toxicity. In this context, it remains to

be seen if mTOR kinase inhibitors can achieve a more favorable

balance of efficacy and tolerability. Further study is needed to

assess whether blocking multiple points of the PI3K/AKT/mTOR

signaling cascade is more effective than blockage at a single node,

while providing an acceptable therapeutic window in humans.

Concluding remarks
In summary, recent advances in the development of mTOR cat-

alytic inhibitors not only provide invaluable tools for investigating

the increasingly complex mTOR signaling network but also offer

considerable new opportunities to exploit fully the therapeutic

potential of mTOR targeting in cancer. Studies with various tumor

models have shown considerable promises. At present, there are

already multiple clinical trials to examine these new agents in a

variety of human solid tumors and hematological malignancies.

Looking forward, finding predictive biomarkers for human cancers

susceptible to these new mTOR inhibitors will be an important

future direction, which is likely to determine the clinical success of

these agents. Another key future task is to differentiate mechan-

ism-based toxicities from compound-specific ones. This will allow

selection of the effective agents with minimal adverse effects. With

the help of structural studies, rational design and chemical synth-

esis, medicinal chemistry efforts are under way to improve the

potency, selectivity and pharmacological properties of this class of

mTOR inhibitors further. It is conceivable that these commit-

ments will bring the second generation of mTOR inhibitors into

clinical practice and will significantly improve cancer patient care

in the not-too-distant future.
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